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MANGANESS MINING

Precis of a talk presented by Brian Please on 22nd October 2020
It can be claimed, that Upton Pyne together with Newton St Cyres had the first commercially
successful manganese mines in the world!
Worldwide production of manganese now exceeds 30 million tons a year. This compares
with the 1-10 tons a day produced in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s locally in open-pit mines
and limited underground mining through shafts and adits.
The early use of manganese in purifying otherwise green tinted glass and the desire for the
blue/purple tint in apothecaries’ drug jars resulted in a demand for greater quantities of
manganese and were the foundation of the industry. It was also important in bleaching

The manganese mines in Newton St Cyres centred on Hayne Farm and Ford Farm. They
helped the economy of the district including that of Middle Mill in Exwick where the manganese
was crushed, glasshouses in Exeter (closed in 1793 when undercut by Bristol manufacturers) &
Topsham and Exeter Quay from where much of it was exported.
Silver and lead mining, has a much longer history in Newton St Cyres. It has been
suggested that the mine produced silver in the time of Elizabeth I and may even have been
worked by the Romans.
The best locally documented silver and lead mines are on Tin Pits Hill. There was a
‘Shallow’ Adit feeding a Mean (or main) Shaft. Later there was a ‘Deep’ Adit when the lodes
were found to be much deeper.
Miners from Cornwall, combined with many local people, both men and women, were
involved in the mining processes. Some miners settled into the village and some sadly lost their
lives in accidents
Evidence of the industry is not easily visible. This is thanks to the conditions of the leases.
It is doubtful the mines could be worked again profitably,

Manganese Mine (1790 – 1882)
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The mine was opened by Samuel Kingdon in 1790 in rivalry with existing mines in Upton
Pyne opened by Nicholas Williams in 1770. The Quicke family owned the land.
At Upton Pyne the deposits of ore were extracted through open pits. In Newton St Cyres
the manganese was found up to 30m below the surface, hence the need for an adit (tunnel).
Ventilation shafts were used to circulate air along the adit. The adit acted as a drain for water
and a means of withdrawing the ore.
The mine is east of the village. The adit is likely to have followed a straight course from
Ford Farm, across Black Pit Field to the Works near Hayne Farm. Incidents of collapsing shafts
suggest the adit may have extended further than the works.
The extracted ore was initially cleansed at the Manganese Floor near Hayne Farm, where
the stream was dammed in two places.
By 1826, approximately 8,000 tons of ore had been extracted from both Upton Pyne and
Newton St Cyres (an average of 250 tons per annum each).
In 1835 John Williams (the younger), Michael Williams and William Williams signed a
14-year lease with John Quicke Esq to take over the manganese mine. They subsequently
surrendered this lease in 1849.
John Crump and John Barnes both died in the mine on 24 March 1842 resulting from water
breaking into the adit (not for the first time) and sweeping them both down the adit to be found by
the adit portal by Mr Pope of Fine Oak. John Crump’s grave is in the local churchyard.
The Sims Brothers, a well known Cornish mining family, reopened the mine again in 1872
producing up to 200 tons each year, similar quantities to those previous achieved.
The mine was finally abandoned in 1882 by John Quicke Esq. The falling price of
manganese made it uneconomic to continue.

The adit portal and the tunnel dug out by pick and shovel is still visible on Ford Farm.
Lead and Silver Mines

The Lead and Silver mines are located on Tin Pits Hill south of the village up the former
Whitestone Road (now Sand Down Lane). ‘Tin’ was used by the popular press to refer to the
industry, however in Newton St Cyres the majority of the ore extracted from these mines was
lead and silver.
The map below is a modern version of a Terrier Map produced by Dick the Plowman in
1782. Signs of the adits and shafts are still visible in the woodland and remain a real hazard to
unwary walkers.
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Mining in this area may have occurred during the Roman occupation (0-400 AD) and in the
time of Elizabeth I and Queen Anne (1558-1714).
The best-documented mines opened in 1761 under an agreement between John Quicke
Esq and Sir George Yonge Bart. of Escott and his co-adventurers, known as the ‘Fraternity of Exeter Gentlemen’.
The Mines (serviced by the Old/Shallow Adit)

130m

Mean Shaft A -45.7m
Shaft B -28m

Metres above sea level

Shaft C -23m
120m

Shaft D -17m

110m

Shaft E -11m

100m
90m
80m

Load
Pum p used to raise
Water into the adit

Old Adit
340.2m (186 fathom s)

Shaft F -5.5m

Por tal 84m

60m

The old mine gave access to the load at the Mean Shaft at the top of the hill. The ‘shallow
adit’, 340m long, appears just south of Widden Cottage and had ventilation shafts across the field
leading up to the Mean Shaft.
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The Mines (serviced by a New/Deep Adit)

Mean Shaft A -45.7m

Metres above sea level

130m
Shaft H -39.3m

120m

Shaft I -35.4m

110m

Shaft G -47.8m

Whitestone Rd

Shaft K -23.2m

100m
90m

Shaft L -14.6m
Shaft M -4.6m

Old Adit
New Adit

80m
Por tal 84m
60m
1 fathom = 6 feet = 1.83m
Mean Shaft + 6 ventilation shafts (G-M)

The new mine was opened to follow the lodes/veins of minerals along the hillside and to
permit mining at a lower depth. The ‘deep adit’, costing £600, proved to be useless in that it was
only marginally deeper than the original adit. Mining continued at lower depths but at the
expense of costly pumping of water up to the level of the adit.
Further ventures including; Christopher Gullett (1797), Captain Opie (1823), ‘Newton St
Cyres Silver-Lead Mine’ (1853) and ‘Newton Mining Company Limited’ (1859) all had their turn
with mixed success.

The illustration below refers to the following article on a talk presented by Peter Claughton on
Silver mining in Devon
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Silver Mining in Devon

A talk presented by Peter Claughton on 10th December 2020, precised by Richard Pocock

Peter Claughton did a PhD in the Economic History Dept University of Exeter and did post
graduate studies predominately on silver mining in Devon of which he is an expert. He is
conservation officer of the National Association of Mining History Organisations.

Silver is associated with lead ores predominately lead sulphide galena but also silver-rich
tetrahedites. Initially used for coins in the 7th century and expanded in the 12th century silver was
used for ornamentation and church plate. The earliest silver mines in Devon were possibly
around Molland but in 1292 the mining at Combe Martin and Bere Ferrers was started. The mine
at Combe Martin closed after 4 years but Bere Ferrers continued until the Black Death. The 15 th
century European Bullion crises led to Bere Ferrers reopening where the use of adits and leather
buckets controlled water ingress this was improved in the late 15 th century with the use of water
powered pumps with the construction of leats (see photo below) which the terrain allowed. Better
pumping also allowed Combe Martin to have a prosperous period in the 17 th century but water
ingress became an increasing problem and mining ceased at the end of that century.

Steam pumping allowed the mining to recommence in the 1830’s.Mining at Combe Martin ceased
in 1848. Silver rich seams spread under the Tamar but in 1856 the river broke into the workings
at the South Tamar mine curtailing that operation. Other Bere Ferrers mines continued until the
1890’s with a few unsuccessful attempts to revive the industry in the early 20 th century.
The early smelting used kiln dried wood and later coal and there is evidence of this close to
the church in Coombe Martin. There is documentation of early smelting at Bere Ferrers but the
sites have disappeared due to later activity. In 1830 more industrial smelting started by the
Tamar becoming the Tamar Smelting works which opened in the 1830’s closing in 1896 (see
6

illustration below).

This used the Pattinson process for silver enrichment with subsequent refining by cupellation.
Similar refining was developed at Combe Martin in 1845 continuing using imported ore until 1851.
Parts of the building survive (see photo below).
Products from Combe Martin survive there are 16th century items in London and particularly
the Gilbert spoon in RAMM Exeter. In the 1840s Ellis an Exeter Jeweller made pieces which
survive.
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Wreck of HMS Montagu on Lundy, May 1906
On Thursday 21st January, the IA Section hosted a very interesting on-line talk by Mr Hefin Meara,
Maritime Data Officer for Historic England. The talk was about the wrecking of the pre-dreadnought battleship HMS Montagu which was lost at Shutter Point, Lundy in 1906, while undertaking trials of
experimental wireless equipment. HMS Montagu was a Duncan class battleship, built in response to the
large French, German and Russian shipbuilding programmes prior to the First World War. The wreck is an
important example of a capital ship from a transition phase in shipbuilding from the early ironclads of the
19th century, to the revolutionary Dreadnoughts. She was laid down at Devonport in 1899 and launched in
1901 being commissioned in 1903. Her main engines were two four cylinder triple expansion engines, the
largest fitted before turbines were introduced. These, with steam from 24 Belleville water tube boilers,
burning 15 tons of coal per hour, propelled her at up to 19 knots. Her armament comprised 4 X 12” 40
calibre breech loading guns in two turrets, 12 X 6” 45 calibre guns in casemates, 10 X 12 pounder guns, 6
X 3 pounder guns and 4 X 18” torpedo tubes.
The weather at the time was very dense fog and she was making about 3 knots when she hit Shutter
Rock. Because of earlier manoeuvres and failure to appreciate a strong current, the Navigation Officer,
Lieutenant Dathan miscalculated their position. He and Captain Adair both assumed they were on
Hartland Point! Two of the crew successfully scaled the cliffs and made their way to the North Light where
an argument took place with the duty keeper as to where they actually were!

HMS Montague aground on Shuttle Rock Lundy Island

Image : public domain

Initial attempts to free her from Shutter Rock were to no avail. Stores and non – essential items were
removed to lighten her and the crew were taken off, but as engine and boiler rooms were flooded, it
became obvious that damage was worse than first thought. Thoughts that she could be floated off on the
July spring tides were abandoned and salvage operations were put in hand under the control of Sir Arthur
Wilson, QC. Salvage operations were tricky. A lightweight suspension bridge was erected from the cliff to
the ship, with rock cut steps surviving on the cliff top. Guns and machinery were mostly removed into
lighters and recovered. One amusing tale tells that whilst working on the recovery, labourers brought over
from North Devon broke into the Marisco Tavern, stole a lot of drink and got drunk!
The ship which at the time, cost over £1 million, was sold for £4,250 in 1907 and various attempts have
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been made over the years to recover more items. The wreck site is now the property of BCD Marine and
has been scheduled under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act of 1979. Captain Adair
and Lieutenant Dathan were both Court Marshalled and dismissed, but it doesn’t seem to have damaged
their future careers too much. Adair went on to become an MP with a life in ship building and Dathan, who
was teetotal, became a Salvage Officer with the Admiralty. Luckily, no-one appears to have been injured,
(except for their pride!)

HMS Montagu on Lundy in the process of being salvaged. © Historic England.
Some items that were recovered still survive locally. I remember seeing steam valves and copper pipes on
show on Lundy, brought up by divers in the 1960’s and 70’s. Also, some items survive in local museums
and in private collections.
Report by Iain Miles
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Rogers & Co. Boilermakers Bristol
IAIN MILES
Development of the steam engine and its associated engineering is clearly of special interest to us. We
have all got our particular interests in industrial history and whilst most would probably admit to the
fascination of seeing a large machine steadily turning over producing power for whatever reason, not
many would be likely to give more than a thought to what was making that machine actually work. Boilers
are looked upon by many as being a necessary evil and so long as they keep going safely and don’t
suddenly decide to carry all around them into the wide blue yonder, then not much thought is often given
to them or their design.
If one does think about boilers, then either Lancashire or Cornish types probably come to mind, (two of the
former are at Coldharbour Mill, Culmstock), with Babcock water tube types on later sites like at Twyford
near Eastleigh. Slightly more up-to-date and still in use commercially, are designs like the
economic, with smaller sites using the Cornish or vertical of one configuration or another. Probably, the
most well recognised boiler would be the locomotive type, like the Marshall or Robey portable, examples
of which can be seen in use at Westonzoyland Pumping Station or in the care of the Robey Trust at
Tavistock. They are also seen as the major part of a railway loco or traction engine. Less well recognised
would be those used in marine work like the Scotch and various families of water tube boilers. One of the
problems is that they soon wear out, with the engine lasting maybe twice or three times as long as its
original boiler. Some types were prone to a shorter life than others and so were replaced with more
modern designs. This can be attributed to bad or intermittent use, poor water, type of metal and design
factors. It has of course meant that the older developments are no longer represented, except in rare
cases where they managed to survive in other use, such as water or oil tanks. A rare example of a small
waggon type can be seen at Coldharbour Mill.
How did all these different designs come about? Was it down to Mr Darwin’s theory of evolution? Well, to
a point yes. Messrs. Rogers & Co’s Order book of 1830 to 1867 seems to suggest that. The Company is
thought to have started trading in about 1800, ceasing in 1867. Although making boilers, other iron
vessels figured as well.
Steve Grudgings of the Bristol Industrial Archaeological Society, together with the late Robin Stiles and
some other members of BIAS, managed to convince Folly Books of Monkton Farleigh to reprint Rogers &
Co’s Order Book of this period which gives a very rare insight into mid 19thC engineering. The book,
reprinted as a facsimile, has a sketch for most orders together with dimensions including plate
thicknesses. It is not all boilers though, as a large number of orders are from the Bristol coalfield for things
like coal “hudges” (we might know them as kibbles) and even the water balance buckets for the Grand
Western Canal incline at Wellisford near the Devon border. Their customers are also of interest and the
area served is surprising, approximating to about an 80 mile radius. They sold to the Bude Canal Co., and
other customers in Exeter, Bridport, West Wiltshire, Gloucestershire and south Wales. The
surprising two being to Waterford in Ireland and a customer on Guernsey. However, the local coalfield,
Bristol and Bath Cities, Gloucester, Somerset and S. Wales were where most items were going. Of
course, being Bristol, there were orders from early steamship owners for boilers, but one of their main
customers was Henry Stothert of Bath, who was frequently ordering simple boilers for passing on to his
customers and other items of ironwork like small back boilers for kitchen ranges.
Products ranged from steam boilers through various open boiling pans for wool scouring and sugar
refineries, brewers’ vessels, boilers for domestic ranges and even a potato steamer for a Mr J P Miles
Esq. Gentleman, of Leigh Court! Unfortunately, I don’t think we are related!

My main interest is in the development of boiler types. As archivist for the Westonzoyland Engine Trust, I
first thumbed through the early pages looking for anything supplied to Westonzoyland for the 27hp beam
engine installed in 1831. I am guessing that the boiler(s) would have been of the waggon type, but sadly
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there was no mention. Obviously another company must have supplied whatever they were. In 1830
engineers from all around the South West were ordering different items for installation at their own
customers’ sites, with mines, silk mills, foundries, tanneries and textile mills figuring heavily. Unfortunately,
there is a gap of 20 years from 1838 to 1858, but that isn’t too much of a problem. It’s just a bit frustrating
wondering which Somerset and Devon firms could have been mentioned!
I will now get on with my main reason for my writing this as something slightly beyond a book review;
boiler design. The order book doesn’t help much with how the plates are shaped, or where they came
from, although towards the end of the period, one order for a Cornish type boiler specifies “Low Moor iron”
for the furnace tube and “Ashton Vale” for the shell. Low Moor iron is what is recommended for boilers in
technical books of the time, circa 1866. I don’t know a lot about the Ashton Vale Ironworks, or when it was
established, but it was a local company and is shown on the 1st edition of the 1/2500 OS, where Aston
Gate Trading Estate is now and the site included a colliery. It was also connected by tramway, to a rolling
mill slightly to its south east, just south of what is now the Bristol City Football Ground and also had a
branch to a wharf on the River Avon.
Not all the diagrams have descriptions but with most it is possible to work out what the orders are for. The
first one for what was clearly part of a steam boiler, is in April 1830 and was for what must be a new
bottom for a haystack boiler, this for the Farrington Coal Company. Then, in May 1830, a “High Pressure
boiler” is required, 6’ – 6” dia. by 7’ – 0” high with plates 7/16” and 3/8” thick for Thomas Harris, a millwright of Bristol. This is a small haystack type, but like so many it does not say who the intended recipient
was.”High Pressure” is questionable to us, as it probably means 20 to 30 psi at most, but some designs
were stated to be for 60. In September 1831 a “globe boiler” was asked for to take a pressure of 100psi for
George Spry, an engineer of Bath. Back in May, June and July 1830, there are requests for new bottoms
for existing boilers, these to be taken and fitted on site, both for circular and waggon types and new “Egg
Ends” for cylindrical boilers. Also, more waggon types of differing sizes were wanted, especially for
Stotherts.
The Company must have been very proficient in handling complicated designs as on 30th September
1830 an order came from the owners of the Royal Cambria Steam Packet for a pair of complicated
labyrinth type boilers. This was followed by an evaporating pan for a soap works, a simple small eggended boiler and a coal hudge. A surprise came to me in the entry for November. This was an order for a
large waggon boiler 22’ – 0” long by 6’ – 0” wide and 7’ – 0” high. The surprise was that it had an uptake
and 22” dia internal fire tube, the plates were 7/16” and 3/8” thick. This was for the Wain Brook Iron Co.
Another similar sized one was ordered in the same month for Messrs Hicks Bros., Easington, Glos. (Note,
reference to James Watt and the Steam Engine, 1927, by Dickinson & Jenkins, shows that by 1800, some
Cornish sites were using boilers with internal flues.)
In January 1831, a large 15’ – 0” dia. haystack was ordered for the Farrington Coal Co. followed by two
new egg-ends for an old cylindrical boiler 4’ – 0” dia. for Guppy Brothers, sugar refiners. Then in February,
a Cardiff brewery ordered an underback, a simple open topped vessel, 3’ – 4” square with the side plates
flanged out at the top and a recessed sump in the bottom for a pump suction.
The next order, also in February, came from Mr James Green, Civil Engineer, Exeter. He is known as a
canal engineer and worked for both Bude and Grand Western Canals as well as Lord Rolle’s Canal.
Amongst other situations, he was County Surveyor for Devon. His order was for a small, 5’ – 4”dia haystack type boiler with a central internal uptake. This was for a dredging barge, possibly to be used on the
Exeter Canal. Interestingly, another order from Exeter came shortly after in March. This was for a simple
enclosed iron vessel for a James Northam of Exeter, with no indication as to what it was for. It doesn’t
appear to have been a steam boiler, although if it was, it wasn’t for any substantial pressure.

In May 1831, a James Heudebourck & Co of Taunton ordered plates to repair a boiler, which D I Y jobs
seemed common. The same month, James Northam & Co repeated their order for the vessel above.
There then followed orders from various other firms outside of our area. Some of the Bristol collieries were
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ordering coal hudges, others still wanted haystack boilers for the simple engines still in use. One of their
main customers was, however, Stotherts of Bath. They were frequently ordering waggon boilers for
customers but never saying who for. This is in fact a sad point, as is the same with most of the
engineering firms that were buying in and then installing elsewhere. A problem that I have found in later
research in the early 20th C with Belliss & Morcom high speed engines from Birmingham, installed by local
engineers. If their customer records don’t survive, you can’t find where they are destined for.
An interesting order in January 1832 came from a Bristol firm of Ironmongers, Messrs Webb & Staithe.
The order book actually said that the boiler ordered was going to “Gurnsey” (sic). From our point of view,
the interest here, apart from the distance from Bristol, is the design. It was for a vertical type, 4’- 0” dia. by
4’- 0” high with a conical central uptake, 2’- 6” dia at the bottom reducing to 18” at the top. A 12” dia. cross
tube was placed about 12” up from the bottom. The plates were all 3/8” and 7/16” thick, suggesting a
reasonable pressure.

In January 1833, James Green, Civil Engineer of Exeter, ordered another “High pressure boiler”. This was
very similar to what he ordered before, but with a side flue. More orders were now being received for
waggon types with internal flueways and some old ones being returned for rebuilding with internal fire
tubes, engineers having always considered efficiency. Then in December 1833, The proprietors of the
Easton Colliery gave their colliers a Christmas present in the form of a sheet iron “man hudge”, obviously
thinking of man-riding down the shaft.
Then in January 1834,Messrs Hindons of Exeter sent their old plain cylindrical boiler to them for the
addition of a fire tube coming in the bottom then turning 90 degrees and out through one end. It was
obviously still externally fired, but the internal tube would have increased efficiency. They also asked for a
steam chest (dome) to be fitted. No mention of the design pressure, but the plates were all 3/8” thick.
An interesting order was placed in October 1834. This was by James Green again and was for the
balance buckets for the inclined plane on the Grand Western Canal. These, for no fault of Rogers & Co.
were not sufficient to work the incline and a steam engine was installed in 1838, following his dismissal. A
model of this engine is in the store of the Museum of Somerset and it is believed that the original engine, a
table type, was later sold to Ford’s brewery in Tiverton. Green placed another order in March 1835 for “12
Suspension Irons to Pattern”. No clue what for, but presumably they were to go with the balance buckets
for the GWC. Meanwhile, in February, a John Reece from near Chepstow had ordered a Butterley type.
This was like a Cornish boiler with the section under the first few feet, where the fire is normally set, cut
away, so that it has an external fire. It was developed by the Butterley Company and was more efficient at
burning poorer coal as a larger fire could be kept under it. With good Welsh coal available by sea in the
South Western peninsula, they don’t seem to have been much used locally, although, Bristol and North
Somerset coal may have burned better in them. Again, February 1835 saw an order from a Thos Powell
Esq. Newport, for the Bayne Colliery. This was for what appears to be a return tube to go inside an old
cylindrical boiler. It was described as a “double tube and front” and gradually reduced in diameter from 18”
to 13” over its double length of 13’- 0”. Like a lot of their work, it must have taken much skill.
In May, the Easton colliery ordered a new 14’ – 0” diameter haystack boiler, showing that the older types
were still in demand. Collieries could, of course, still afford to burn large quantities of waste coal. There
then follows a run of orders for various things including more waggon types, egg ended boilers, various
evaporating pans and a profusion of coal and water hudges, but then, a simple waggon boiler is ordered in
October 1835 for Wansbrough, Peach and Date, paper makers at Watchet. This is of great interest to me
as my research into their history hasn’t, as yet, shown up much mechanical information from that early
date.
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In 1835 there appears what perhaps we would recognise as the first order for a proper Cornish boiler.
They may have made them before but no new ones appear in the first five years of the book. The
invention is attributed to Trevithick in 1812 and led the way for high pressures. Following this, they seem
to be ordered more frequently, but egg ended boilers were still in demand, as were waggon ones. Even in
the 50’s and 60’s, they don’t seem to have built any twin flued Lancashires. This may be because they
were just too big. They were patented by Sir W. Fairbairn in the 1840’s.
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The Bude Harbour and Canal Co. ordered a large round ended waggon boiler in June 1837 which is
believed to have been a replacement for the Hobbacott incline winding engine’s boiler, 14’- 0” by 7’- 6”
wide. In September of the same year, another return tube type was asked for to be made from tube sent
partly prepared from Jackman and Cooke, Ironfounders of Gloucester. This was for a shorter version of
what had been made in 1835 for Powell of Newport. With no helpful description or dimensions, one can
only speculate on what it was to be used for.
The next 12 months saw a return to making the older style boilers, especially small egg-ended ones for
some local firms, also evaporating pans, colliery hudges and sheet iron goods, with old boilers being sent
in for repair and having fire tubes fitted. In September1838, what seems to be the last haystack boiler
ordered from them, is made for the Nailsea Coal Co. One of the last orders for 1838 was a sheet iron
chimney, 10” dia. X 7’- 0” long with a decorated corona top, for the Shortwood Colliery. Was this for a
colliery loco, an engine exhaust, or someone’s office stove? We shall never know!

For some unaccountable reason, there is now a gap of 20 years. It could be assumed that another book
was in use for this period, but entries start again in July 1858. Over the next eight years, orders seem to
drop away with some relatively simple jobs being handled. Then in 1867, orders cease. Research carried
out on the firm by Steve Grudgings and Robin Stiles, suggests that they ceased trading in 1867 or very
soon after. Robin managed to list the location and type of many of the business served as a great help to
other historians. Interestingly, they built two substantial Cornish boilers at the end. The first in 1866 was
24’- 0” long by 5’- 9” dia. with a dome and manhole, mudhole and cast iron fire door. This was for
Stephens & Co of Bridport and the mention of c.i. fire door is interesting. Were they able to make it themselves with their own foundry, or was it bought in? The last boiler order registered was in July 1866. This
was for a pair of wrought iron Cornish boilers with domes, 15’- 0” long X 5’- 6” dia. and were for Rogers,
Jacob St. Brewery in Bristol. What is interesting here is that the source of iron is specified. The shell
being local “Ashton Vale” and the firetube “Low Moor”, which I mentioned earlier. The very last order in
the book was in April 1867 and was for a blast pipe, 8’- 0” long for the “Mendip Hills Mining Company.
Recent research would suggest that this was for one of the later lead smelting sites, likely St. Cuthbert's
near Priddy.
This has been a fascinating study for me. Partly, because of the Devon, Somerset and other local
connections, but also as an insight into what smaller ironworks of the time were doing. It also shows how
old plant was being kept going and how not all companies were leaping to install the latest ideas. Sadly,
there is no mention of costing, but plate thicknesses, size and weights are shown. There is also no clue
as to what machinery they possessed to form the flanges and bends and neither is there any clue as to
how they delivered, especially the large haystacks. They must have riveted them up on site
The publishing of this facsimile is well worth the effort that Steve and his colleagues put into it and I would
recommend anyone interested in mechanical history purchasing a copy. One gets the feeling that
occasionally a customer turned up with a sketch on the back of an old cigarette packet (if they had
existed then), next it would have been drawn proportionally into the Order Book and passed to the
Foreman, possibly with the comment “same shape as the last ordered”. I do just remember shops like
that. On the whole, the handwriting is superb. Very few entries are hard to read and the spelling is very
good for its time, “doom” appearing for dome in two places! Was it the customer’s accent, or were they
not too sure about the strength of the boiler?
Hardback, £25, from Folly Books Ltd. Monkton Farleigh, BA15 2QP.

www.follybooks.co.uk

I would welcome being passed any information about old boilers in secondary use, such as for holding
water, in particular waggon types and egg-ended cylindrical ones. Examples are still out there.
Email:
crowpill@outlook.com
Iain Miles
15

Editor’s Comment:
Having never heard of the term ‘Hudges’ before I asked Iain if this was perhaps a typing error, to which he
replied, “No, they are what we call ‘kibbles’. Hudges are the north Somerset and Gloucestershire term for
a Kibble. I hadn't heard that term either, but then my roots are south and west Somerset and Devon”.
I’m not sure I’m any the wiser now. I thought kibbles were a type of pet food!
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IASDA AGM 2021
The AGM of the IA Section was held via Zoom on Saturday 13th February, attended by approximately 57
members, and the DA’s current President, Clare Broom.
In his Chairman’s Report Richard Pocock expressed his pleasure at how well the Zoom meetings had
gone. He particularly thanked all the speakers, Mike Stannard and Ian Varndell who had made an
enormous contribution to ensuring their success.
The Secretary, Mike Stannard, spoke of the increasing membership of the Section, which stood at 234.
He endorsed the Chairman’s remarks about Ian Varndell whose competence and cheerfulness had made
the zoom lectures possible and easy to arrange. The committee were to be congratulated on devising a
schedule of such interesting speakers. Zoom had several benefits, we had been able to access speakers
from further afield, and also made them accessible to those who could not travel. The committee
welcomed suggestions for speakers.
Bill Nichols presented the accounts, which covered 2 face-to-face talks, 1 visit and 3 zoom meetings. The
committee was re-elected, with the exception of Adrian Wills who wished to retire. The Chairman thanked
him for his valuable work.
The AGM was followed by a lecture given by Dr Robin Jackson entitled ‘Farming: the solution is within our
grasp. So, why does it keep slipping through our fingers?
Mary Miles
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Dr Robin Jackson. Director of rural studies at the Duchy College gave our AGM address on the
13th Feb and we were delighted to have the current DA president Prof Clare Broom present.
Farming the solution is within our grasp,
so why does it keep slipping through our fingers?

Robin gave a very comprehensive talk on the issues facing agriculture particularly livestock
farming which is the major part of agriculture in Devon and the S West with dairy still being a
major component. It is also one of the counties major industries. The issues he discussed were
complex but included land management, reduction in meat consumption and the impact that has
on land usage as well as how we manage unproductive land. The present income from
agriculture has a large component from subsidy and how we manage the changes the removal of
the single farm payment following BREXIT will have on farming is not clear but for farming to
survive there has to be some form of subsidy. Alternative incomes from other sources like
tourism expansion on farms is not a simple issue. We have to appreciate food is essential to
human life and without land and farming there will be no food but we have to look back to realise
farming can survive without artificial nitrogen and other chemicals and this will improve soil
quality as well as increasing carbon capture. Things like grazing and crop rotation are important
but much of the Devon land is only suitable for grazing, another issue. The unknown impact of
climate change will be important and will necessitate changes which leads to the issue of farm
succession. Often for economic reasons farmers continue running the farm into old age and this
can supress the role of the younger generations and the introduction of new methods.
Bio security and the impact of intensive farming particularly in the poultry and more recently the
dairy industry are a serious issue. The environmental impact of farm machinery and its
manufacture contributes to increased global warming with items like tractors becoming larger
together with other increased use of mechanisation The predominant fuel remaining diesel. He
also brought up the importance of locally produced food and how we might reduce food being
supplied from large central depots particularly an issue with the dominant super-markets.
Following are some of the issues he raised regarding farming:
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The talk created a lively discussion and with all stimulating lectures left us with a lot of
unanswered question and thoughts for how we plan the future.
Report by Richard Pocock

AMERICAN TRACTORS COME TO BRITAIN
Following the very interesting and thought-proving talk by Dr Robin Jackson presented to the
IASDA AGM on February 13th this year and his comments on the changes in tractor size and
design, I was reminded of a fascinating piece of agricultural machinery for which I was temporary
custodian. Belonging to the North Devon Maritime Trust this machine, a Mogul International
Tractor, was originally part of its agricultural collection but over the years the focus of the
museum has changed from agriculture to maritime matters.
Built between 1914 and 1917 by the International Harvester Tractor Works in Chicago, Illinois,
USA the Mogul tractor was vast improvement on horse-drawn agricultural implements and is an
example of the transition from steam-powered traction engines to more recognised tractors of
today.
The new Mogul 8-16 tractor
was a true light weight,
weighing 5000 lbs. and had a
2-plough rating. About 500, at
a cost of $775 each, were
imported into Britain, mostly by
the Ministry of Munitions,
between 1915 and 1918 to
assist in WW1 food
production.

Mogul International 8-16Tractor

Having nowhere to properly
display the NDMT’s Mogul 8-16 it
had stood forlornly for a number
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of years inside a shed which the museum didn’t own. The owners of the shed eventually decided

that the space was required for other things so the Mogul had to go.
At that time I had some spare covered space and it was duly delivered to my place at the Sea
Lock of Lord Rolle’s Canal. After storing it for a while and showing it to the various visitors of the
site, it was decided that it would be interesting to see if the beast could be persuaded to start.
Fortunately having a User’s Manual to accompany the tractor, written instruction was available as
to how to fire up the engine - a far from simple procedure.
The engine is a water-cooled, single cylinder, 8 inch bore with a 12 inch stroke firing horizontally,
originally powered by distillate kerosene (paraffin) which once started could be switched over to
petrol. After a considerable amount of time is spent in priming, ‘filling this and tweaking that’
starting the engine was then simply a matter of spinning the quite substantial fly-wheel on the
right-hand-side of the engine by hand and hopefully not getting caught-up in the pulley belt-drive
on its outside!
I can’t remember exactly
what was being referred
to but in the manual it
stated that a certain part
needed attention during
the starting process but if
it couldn’t be located it
was probably because it
had fallen off!
With the assistance of a
friend who is an
experienced mechanical
engineer, we did finally
get the engine running.
Initially not very happy
and filling the shed in
which the tractor was
stored with dense black exhaust fumes in the process, it eventually settled into a steady but quite
thunderous chug, chugging. Very satisfying!
Today this tractor has a new home and can be seen at the War Horse Museum in Iddesleigh
where it is on permanent loan from the NDMT.
Article by Adrian Wills
adrian@therollecanal.co.uk
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RECONSTRUCTING THE RAMSLEY COPPER MINE
During the last couple of years the possibility came up of hiring Professor Bob Stone and his group at
Birmingham University to make a virtual reality reconstruction of the Ramsley Copper Mine at South Zeal
near Okehampton. This mine produced copper ore almost continuously from 1858 to 1909, with a lull
around the 1890s. In the course of preparing for this venture, my wife Helen and I came across some rich
sources of information lying unnoticed in various archives in Devon and Cornwall. Two examples that are
particularly relevant to the reconstruction are (1) complete cost sheets and invoices for the period April
1857 to March 1859, with lists of workers and the tasks they performed, and (2) a very detailed survey of
the mine above and below ground in 1902 by the firm of Henderson Bull of Truro. (Its founder James
Henderson is well known for his pictures of mining procedures in 1858, as below.)
The Covid lockdown has slammed on the brakes, so what follows is for
the moment more of a thought-experiment than a plan.
We will need to find money for the venture, and Bob Stone himself
suggested we should consider presenting the reconstruction as an
educational tool. In my talk to the IASDA AGM 2020 I sketched how the
mine yields information in geology, sociology and economics.

Bob Stone

This present note is more a checklist of questions that we will need to
decide with Bob. Bob can produce a virtual walk-through of the mine as
it was in Year Y; the walker chooses which way to go, and there can be
some moving features like launders with flowing water and wheels that
turn. But we have to start by choosing a year Y. This year must be
chosen in the light of how the mine developed, so we turn to that:

(1) Developments below ground. When the mine first started extracting and processing copper ore in
1858, the methods and the tools were more or less those that had been used in the eighteenth century—
with strange names like ‘gads’ and ‘bowyers’ and ‘jumpers’. The main exception was the safety fuse,
invented by William Bickford of Ashburton in around 1830 as a safe way of igniting gunpowder. (In the
1860s Bickford’s company in Camborne had shares in the Ramsley mine.) The mine continued to use the
safety fuse until 1909, though in the last years the fuses ignited gelignite through a detonator rather than
gunpowder directly. In later years the mine started using pneumatic drills driven by steam engines; we will
need to scour the Mining Journal to discover when these were introduced.
Newcombe and Will Hellier demonstrate
safety fuses outside the Miner’s Dry
Circa 1905 : see Greeves

We also have very little information, specific to Ramsley, about the construction of the mine shafts and
underground galleries. Were they timbered in the standard ‘set and lath’ style? (The carpenters’ bills for
1857–9 may tell us something about this if we can read them right.) Were tramlines installed along the
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galleries, and if so when? (The 1886 Ordnance Survey map and the Henderson-Bull survey both show
that the mine had tramways above ground already in the late 1880s.) Unhelpfully for us but wisely for the
South Zeal community, all the entrances to the underground workings have been sealed off to the point
of invisibility, the most recent of them in 1986.
(2) Developments above ground. The ore was dressed (i.e. powdered and purified) above ground.
In the early days this was mainly a women’s job; for 1858–9 we have a list of the women involved, their
ages (9 to 41) and what they were paid (between 3 pence and 1 shilling a day). The prevailing philosophy
about mine management was led by the engineer John Taylor. Economic modelling and maximising of
profit were popular ideas of the time, and they were used to justify the fashion of replacing humans by
machines wherever machines could do the job more efficiently. This was a period of rapid technological
advance, and Ramsley mine kept taking on board the latest inventions. By 1868 a Cornish crusher (as
developed by John Taylor) had replaced the women who ‘bucked’ (i.e. pulverised) the ore. By 1890 there
was a set of water-powered stamps on site. There was a grand feast at the Oxenham Arms in 1907 to
celebrate the purchase of machinery that almost completely mechanised the entire process of dressing
the ore. With hindsight this was a wake more than a celebration, because the expense caused the mine
to close for good, just a year after the machinery was installed.

James Henderson’s picture of women bucking ore

Charles Babbage—the computer man—was a friend of Taylor, and the two used to quote each
other on issues of mine management. Urging the use of machinery to replace human labour, Babbage
noted that this may produce ‘considerable suffering amongst the working classes’. But he added: ‘When
the crushing mill, used in Cornwall and other mining countries, superseded the labour of a great number
of young women, who worked very hard in breaking ores with flat hammers, no distress followed. . . . The
women, disengaged from mere drudgery, were thus profitably employed in [other ways of] dressing the
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ores, a work which required skill and judgement in the selection.’ (Babbage §§404–408.) He didn’t
mention that the introduction of the crusher removed one of the jobs open to women on the mine, without
replacing it by any new opportunities for them. The crusher had to be maintained, but this job normally
went to men. Also the crusher filled the air with noxious fumes.

Cornish crusher, from mining catalogue (courtesy Nick Walter)
So what date should we choose for Y? I lean towards 1886, mainly because of the immensely
detailed and accurate survey by Henderson Bull. Although this survey was carried out in 1902 and
incorporates a few updates made to the mine in 1901, such as a tramway viaduct over the Throwleigh
Road, it basically represents the state of the mine in 1886. In 1886 the mine was producing over a ton a
day of copper ore, but struggling from the low price of copper, and not in a position to import new
machinery. Also the survey was made before the introduction of the latest smart machines that you can
see on the top of the spoil heaps in postcards of Chapman of Dawlish from the later 1900s—these
machines were not typical for the history of the mine. The date 1886 is too late to show the women
workers bucking the ore and breaking their fingers, but for purposes of the reconstruction we can pretend
we know that there were still women carrying out other dressing processes such as jigging.
From Chapman postcard of Ramsley mine
around 1908
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We should also consider whether to ask Bob for more than a simple walkable and climbable
reconstruction. Presumably we need a background commentary. The National Park suggested to us that
we might incorporate a mine captain who walks along with us and gives us the benefit of his experience.
In 1886 that would have been Mark Ernest Jobling, a Northumbrian. By serendipity a book has just
appeared, by Janice Norwood, which reviews the career of Emily Cross, a famous London actress who
was also Jobling’s wife. At that date Jobling had renamed the mine Wheal Emily in her honour.

Emily Cross of Wheal Emily

Another possibility, perhaps more remote, is that somehow the reconstruction could incorporate a threedimensional modelling of the processes that today’s geologists tell us led to the existence of copper ore
where the Ramsley miners found it, and its nonexistence where some other miners looked for it. This
would be very educational and just right for a computer representation, but perhaps too marginal to the
mine itself.

Charles Babbage,
On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures, Knight, London 1832.
Tom Greeves, ‘Ramsley Copper Mine, South Zeal, Devon’, Archive 7 (1995) 58–65.
James Henderson,
‘On the methods generally adopted in Cornwall in dressing tin and copper ores’,
Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers 17 (1857–8).
Janice Norwood,
Victorian Touring Actresses: Crossing Boundaries and Negotiating the Cultural
Landscape, Manchester University Press 2020.
Wilf Hodges
wilfrid.hodges@btinternet.com
The committee of IASDA strives to keep its membership fully informed of
events and items of interest and hopes that those reading this document
will find it useful. Articles on any aspect of Industrial Archaeology, local or
national, which members wish to share would be gratefully received
especially if accompanied by images.
Should you have articles and images which you feel should be published
then please contact
Adrian Wills Tel: 01237 477705 Email: adrian@therollecanal.co.uk
Please note that IASDA may not be held responsible for any views or
opinions expressed in its publications.
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